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Policy Rationale
The aim of this policy is to enable students to achieve the very highest level of attainment and progress. High quality
marking and timely feedback can assist in this goal. This policy aims to maximise student progress by:
•
•
•

Ensuring staff are providing regular high-quality feedback that enables students to understand what they
must do to improve.
Ensuring that assessments conducted within the assessment cycle are marked with high quality subjectspecific written feedback from staff.
Reducing teacher workload to ensure time is focused on planning, adapting the curriculum and effectively
differentiating/personalising for all students.

There are two strands to our policy. The first strand is a commitment to providing high quality feedback to students
which makes sure students are clear on how to improve in their lessons – Strand 1 feedback. The second strand is a
clear set of guidelines for marking of assessment pieces within the assessment policy – Strand 2 feedback.

Strand 1 – Regular In-class Feedback
Teachers must regularly read and check classwork. Regularity of feedback will be determined by the curriculum
leader for each department. Teachers will then provide high-quality, timely group feedback to students on:
•
•
•
•
•

Specifically, what has gone well.
What could be even better.
Any misconceptions identified.
Those requiring further stretch will be identified and appropriately challenged.
Literacy strengths/areas to develop.

Students will then respond to and improve their work. The use o excellent examples should be frequent. It is an
expectation that teachers can evidence that feedback is taking place when curriculum leaders and senior leaders are
conducting quality assurance exercises.
Appendix A outlines suggestions of what Strand 1 feedback could look like.

Strand 1 Feedback in Practical and Creative Subjects
Due to the nature of practical and creative subjects like art, music, drama, design technology and physical education,
feedback will be given verbally at regular intervals. This will ensure all students are still aware of how to improve in
those particular subjects. The following models are in place:

Art
Regular in-class feedback will be given through verbal feedback, so each student has individual feedback at least
once every two weeks. Teachers will identify which key knowledge, skills and techniques are successful and specific
areas for development. These will mostly be individual to each student but may be generalised to the class where
common mistakes are evident. Teachers, however, are free to also use written/visual feedback methods where
appropriate.
Students are expected to act upon the feedback given at a time which is most appropriate, which should be directed
by the teacher. In most cases this will be ‘on the spot’, but may also be in the next lesson, or in future lessons or
homework tasks. Students will respond to feedback in a visual way, given the nature of the subject, but should be
confident in verbalising and showing evidence of this.
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At the end of each project students will also receive a feedback sheet identifying which skills are most successful in
their folder of work and final piece (if one is produced), along with areas of development.

Music and Drama
Bespoke formative feedback is given in every Drama and Music lesson from Year 7 through to Year 11. Strand 1
feedback is predominantly given verbally though teachers are given freedom to communicate their feedback as they
feel appropriate. Across all key stages other methods of Strand 1 feedback include assessment for learning through
student examples and performances. Specific strengths and areas for development are highlighted during whole
class discussions. The teacher then leads the class conversation and lesson activities with clear feedback and
instruction that will support the learning of every member of the group. Success criteria are used as a means of
allowing students to benchmark their own progress and achievement in lessons.
In Lower School, teachers give feedback on a student’s skill and knowledge acquisition. On occasion where there is a
commonality in areas for development the intervention will be made as a whole class level. In Upper School
feedback is provided with greater frequency and detail. This is made with direct links to the assessment criteria from
the relevant exam board and also to the powerful knowledge outlined in curriculum plans.

Design Technology and Food
Bespoke formative feedback is given in every Design Technology lesson from Year 7 through to Year 11. Strand 1
feedback is predominantly given verbally though teachers are given freedom to communicate their feedback using
teaching and learning techniques that they feel are appropriate. Across all key stages other methods of Strand 1
feedback include:
•

•

Assessment for learning (AfL) through student examples. Specific strengths and weaknesses of work are
highlighted during whole class discussions. The teacher then leads the class conversation with feedback that
will support the learning of every member of the group. Marking criteria are used as a means of allowing
students to benchmark their own progress.
AfL through exemplar material. Teacher/student led conversations regarding the source material is used to
highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the exemplar material. Marking criteria is used as a means of
allowing students to benchmark their own progress.

In Lower School, teachers give feedback on a student’s skill and knowledge acquisition. On occasion where there is a
commonality in areas for development the intervention will be made as a whole class level. In Upper School
feedback is provided with greater frequency and detail. This is made with direct links to the assessment criteria from
the relevant exam board and also to the powerful knowledge outlined in curriculum plans.

Physical Education
Regular in-class feedback will be given verbally so that each student regularly receives individual feedback. Teachers
will identify which key knowledge, skills and techniques are successful and specific areas for development. These
will mostly be individual to each student but may be generalised to the class where common mistakes are evident.
In Upper School, where BTEC Sport is taught, Strand 1 feedback may be given as written feedback or through whole
class discussion.
In Lower School, teachers give feedback on a student’s skill and knowledge acquisition. On occasion where there is a
commonality in areas for development the intervention will be made as a whole class level. In Upper School
feedback is provided with greater frequency and detail. This is made with direct links to the assessment criteria from
the relevant exam board and also to the powerful knowledge outlined in curriculum plans.
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Strand 2 – High-quality subject specific marking of assessment work
Strand 2 feedback will be high-quality subject specific marking of assessment work that provides clear details of
student successes and how areas for development can be improved. High-quality assessments will be set that are at
least 45 minutes long in both Upper and Lower School. Assessments should be commensurate with teaching
allocations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All assessments must reflect schemes of learning and mirror academic needs and skills.
All assessments must be completed in the designated assessment week.
All assessments must be clearly labelled – Assessment 1, Assessment 2 and Assessment 3.
Teachers must provide high quality, subject specific written feedback to all students.
Students should not respond generically. Poor improvements must be challenged and rectified.
Students must be given a high-quality feedback episode to improve and adapt their work after receiving
feedback.
The focus of feedback must be on what has gone well and how students improve.
Students should be shown examples of excellent work using WAGOLL when improving work. This could be
using student work under visualiser.
If tracking sheets are used, they must be filled in.

See Appendix B for excellent examples of high-quality marking and feedback of assessment pieces.

Homework
Strand 1 feedback can also be applied when providing feedback for homework. Homework should be set by the
teacher and submitted by the student regularly. Regularity will be determined by the curriculum leaders. Teachers
should read all homework and provide general comments on strengths and areas for development, and these should
usually be shared, where appropriate, at the next available lesson. Exam question homework should be given a
mark.
The following guiding principles should be followed:
•
•
•
•
•

Homework should be set regularly and monitored by the curriculum leader and senior team through Show
My Homework.
Homework should be set once a week in Upper School.
Homework could be preparation work for the next lesson. This will help maximise student progress in
lessons as well as reduce workload.
Homework could be focussed on retrieval of knowledge.
All homework must be logged on Show My Homework.
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How does marking and feedback fit with the Assessment Cycle?
Assessment Cycle
Revision/Preparation

Marking and Feedback Cycle
Strand 1:
The in-class feedback model involving general class feedback and self-assessment
should be used as and when appropriate.

Assessment Week

Marking & Moderation

Assessments have been completed.
Staff provide detailed written feedback for the assessed pieces of work. Purple
pen improvements are made to the assessments in an assessment feedback lesson
(or several lessons). This is Strand 2 of the policy.
This is the only piece of work (3 pieces per year) that staff provide detailed written
feedback to.

Feedback and Planning

Retrieval Week

Strand 1:
The in-class feedback model involving general class feedback and self-assessment
should be used as and when appropriate.
Strand 1:
The in-class feedback model involving general class feedback and self-assessment
should be used as and when appropriate.

Department Action Plan
SLT Link Data Meeting
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Appendices
Appendix A: An example of how regular in-class feedback could be given and evidenced within
Strand 1
A) Read the class books. This is likely to be every 4-6 lessons. As you read, make quick notes on the feedback
proforma or an A4 piece of paper. The proforma allows you to note down a range of different elements
including; specific learning points generally for the group, literacy issues, what went well, those who need to
be challenged and presentation issues. It could look like this and means we are only noting down ‘feedback’
once and not multiple times.
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B) Self-assessment led by the teacher. In the following lesson, provide whole-class feedback. You
could share this by putting your proforma/A4 paper on the board, under a visualiser or even print it
for students. You’ll share the positive things found and celebrate the excellent work identified, and
then explain carefully how students could improve. Good practice would perhaps include
modelling on the board or occasionally putting a great paragraph from the class under a visualiser
to show how they can all improve their own work. Students would then improve their work, in
purple pen. Consequently, it might look like this:
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C) Continuous in-class feedback. As the lesson progresses, you can see every child’s written work while
circulating, giving them suggestions and tweaks as they write. You could start using your visualiser more.
This way, we can take a student’s book, display it to the class, and show students how to edit their mistakes
in that very lesson, just by giving oral feedback on the common errors they are making, or the aspects they
really need to focus on improving. Staff should be circulating regularly throughout the lesson.
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Appendix B: Strand 2 Assessment Exemplars
English
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Geography
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